Version History
CR#

Description

Version 13.1.89 (SP2010/2013/2016), Jun-14-2018

5340

Fixed: Switching from HTML to Design mode in WikiPlus moves the cursor to the top of the page

5446

Fixed: WikiPlus import/export issues

5625

Fixed: WikiPlus tables WYSIWYG editor have no spaces while saved page does have spaces
between lines

5747

Added: Revamp "insert link to existing wiki page" interface

Version 13.1.88 (SP2010/2013/2016), May-08-2017
5256

Fixed: Changing the max file size for WikiPlus attachments don't work.

5287

Fixed: File managers (document manager, image manager etc.) are rendering in IE without
taking up the whole frame.

5288

Fixed: WikiPlus document manager does not detect powerpoint (pptx) files.

Version 13.1.87 (SP2010/2013/2016), Dec-16-2016
5040

Fixed: Reference manager doesn't read REF tags and not converting them to new format

5064

Fixed: Anchors in TOC dont work after upgrading WP from version 74 to 81

5074

Fixed: Extra spaces being added to the beginning of reusable content templates

5078

Fixed: __NOEDITSECTION__ markup not working

Version 13.1.81, Jun-27-2016
4899

Fixed: Broken tags in view and preview views

4900

Improved: Remove the "Name" field from the "New Wiki" settings page

4903

Improved: Enable managing references using a new “Reference Manager” dialog

Version 13.1.76, Feb-29-2016
4878

Fixed: WikiPlus editor no longer displays table properites

5000A Improved: Support SharePoint 2016 Beta
Version 13.1.74, Nov-16-2015
4348

Improved: Updated: changing default wiki plus font in editor

CR#

Description

4356

Improved: add support for IE11

4470

Fixed: Exporting a WikiPlus article with a name greater than 81 characters on a non-english site
returns an error

4519

Fixed: Exported PDF renders differently than WikiPlus page formatting.

4548

Fixed: Document Managers do not render correctly in native IE9 browser

4698

Fixed: Links to files in WikiPlus are being changed

Version 13.1.65, Nov-29-2014
3756

Fixed: Pasting images/rich content issues

3760

Fixed: Deleting a wiki page from the ribbon while in edit mode deletes the page permanently

3914

Fixed: underscores break html links in wiki plus 2013

3448

Improved: replace the Wiki Plus clipboard manager with the generic clipboard manager product.

Version 13.1.00, Aug-13-2013
1500A Improved: Upgrade to SharePoint 2013
1596

Improved: Allow uploading and inserting documents from a library other than the Wiki Plus
[Images/Documents] library

1716

Improved: Use attribute 'Title' instead o f 'Filename' when referencing articles

1994

Fixed: discussions generated automatically from the wiki page showing as System account
created

2103

Fixed: Cannot complete creating a new item or update existing one if "Require Check Out " is
enabled

2328

Fixed: Creating a custom view for a WikiPlus library does not display anything - blank list

2392

Improved: Update Usage list structure to improve performance

2841

Fixed: WikiPlus page alerts Emails display HTML tags

2881

Fixed: Recently modified box shows page name instead of page title

2945

Fixed: Document Manager throw "User cannot be found" error

3009

Fixed: New Wikiplus pages create are checked-out by System Account

3349

Improved: Enable changing Wiki Plus site URL without having to update report pages properties

Version 12.2.00, Apr-20-2013

CR#

Description

1596

Improved: Allow to upload and insert documents from a library other than the Wiki Plus
[Images/Documents] library

1716

Improved: Use attribute 'Title' instead o f 'Filename' when referencing articles

1739

Fixed: Parts of the Wiki page are using http and not https

1908

Fixed: After running upgrade utility the "modified date" for each page was changed.

1994

Fixed: discussions generated automatically from the wiki page showing as System account
created

2103

Fixed: Cannot complete creating a new item or update existing one if "Require Check Out " is
enabled

2328

Fixed: Creating a custom view for a WikiPlus library display a blank list

2392

Improved: Improve the logging mechanism to prevent threshold errors

2586

Improved: Improve Content editor help

2659

Fixed: Latest version of List filterPlus does not work with WikiPus reports. No data shown

2765

Improved: Add Ok, cancel and apply buttons at the end of the WikiPlus settings page

2766

Improved: Enable viewer with R/O access to a page to reply on a page discussion

2802

Improved: Remove 'page is being edited' alert for anonymous users when page is not actually
edited

2841

Fixed: WikiPlus page alerts Emails display HTML tags

2945

Fixed: Document Manager throw "User cannot be found" error

2973

Improved: Use page title instead of page name in references of wiki pages

Version 2.1.80, 12.1.80, Nov-30-2012
1078

Fixed: Unable to export to pdf after pasting from word

1155

Fixed: Redundant CSS style

1671

Fixed: Unable to save a site template when WikiPlus is installed

2207

Fixed: Cannot copy/paste image in German site

2343

Fixed: Content is not rendered in preview pane like Wiki pages

2378

Fixed: After upgrade to 2010 usage list shows page not found in AllItems.aspx

CR#

Description

2380

Fixed: After upgrade to 2010 all pages in WikiPlus reports shows page not found error

2381

Fixed: After upgrade to 2010 any item in WikiPlus Emoticons library shows page not found error

2400

Improved: Upgrade the Wiki Plus Editor to new Telerik control

2438

Fixed: Export/Import SharePoint Wiki does not display content in Wikiplus

2451

Improved: Remove Google Translator toolbar button due to unavailability of the free service

2578

Fixed: Top 5 rated wiki pages web part displays more that 5 pages

2582

Fixed: Localization issue with RTL languages

2589

Improved: Upgrade Image/Attachments/Flash/Movie Clip managers popups

2598

Fixed: Edit button in ribbon is clickable for anonymous users and readers

2754

Fixed: "My Subscriptions" report issues

Version 2.1.50, 12.1.50, Sep-22-2011
510

Improved: Enable users that do not have edit permissions in the top level site to edit wiki pages

786

Improved: Enable turning off usage logging.

1229

Fixed: Double presence indicators in between names

1340

Fixed: After in-place upgrade, the editor and WikiPlus fields are displayed twice in edit mode

1393

Fixed: reusable content with bullets causes a timeout when editing a wiki page.

1396

Fixed: Wiki Plus cannot be accessed anonymously.

1436

Fixed: The Preview button throw Java script error when you change Title's field name in WikiPlus
library to anything else

1443

Improved: Allow disabling the notification email.

1621

Fixed: Incomming links page does not work properly

1820

Fixed: Export/Import issues

1892

Improved: Add Quick Edit button (same as OOTB SharePoint Wiki)

Version 2.1.00, 12.1.00, Feb-13-2011
274

Fixed: Cannot create a Wiki Plus site collection in RTL language.

288

Improved: Display attachments in Page-level discussions.

CR#

Description

311

Improved: Enable renaming images in WikiPlus images folder.

367

Fixed: Hyperlinking the word "media" causes an error.

369

Fixed: creating an empty header, editing to normal text will lose the rest of the WikiPlus content.

394

Improved: Replace the PDF export engine to support all languages.

427

Fixed: Wiki Plus breadcrumb trail not working as intended.

458

Fixed: "History" button throws error.

464

Improved: Upgrade to SharePoint 2010 RTM.

470

Improved: Enable inserting local and remote list views into the content area.

487

Fixed: Blank page Preview error.

495

Fixed: Save as Template issues.

540

Improved: Display proper message for sub-products that are licensed to be used only within the
Wiki Plus solution.

616

Fixed: Lifecycle alerts not being received.

659

Fixed: line breaks added when reusable content inserted into wiki pages.

751

Fixed: unable to export to pdf after paste from word.

754

Fixed: pages and contributor reports display the same information.

1361

Improved: Cache Knowledge Trustees group membership to improve performance.

Version 1.4.00, Jun-18-2010
375

Fixed: a WikiPlus page that is exported, has the format of the content that is not readable as it
is in HTML format.

390

Fixed: "An invalid argument was detected" error when defining SPD workflow.

394

Fixed: Editing individual sections of wikiplus page causes formatting problems

396

Fixed: Visio Manager Inserts Wrong Link

404

Fixed: Creating a WikiPlus Library causes error

405

Fixed: Error when page is being edited for a long time

410

Fixed: Errors encountered when installing List Filter Plus package 3.4.00 64 bit in WikiPlus 1.3.60
64 bit

CR#

Description

413

Improved: Enable adding javascript code as part of wiki content

414

Fixed: Wiki plus error: "Updates are currently disallowed on GET requests. To allow updates on
a GET, set the 'AllowUnsafeUpdates' property on SPWeb."

412

Fixed: Paragraph entries disappear if custom paragraph is added

423

Fixed: Copy from MS WORD doesn’t always work.

424

Fixed: toolbar doesn't work after upgrade

347

Improved: Enable querying Wiki pages with the Content Query web part.

392

Fixed: Alerts display HTML markup.

Version 1.3.60, Mar-09-2010
29

Improved: Add support for WSS

325

Fixed: Access denied error when a contributor tries to patrol a page

329

Fixed: Image Manager not loading even after a long time

332

Improved: Upgrade to the new TelerikAJAX editor

333

Improved: Make the home page more robust; enable removing the "Popular Tags" cloud and
"Top Rated Articles" titles.

334

Improved: Improve the installation experience

335

Fixed: Copy& Paste from WORD issues

340

Fixed: Wrong rendering for HTML tags

342

Fixed: Critical issue with the Show all versions page. Irrespective of which version is selected for
view (either by clicking on the date/time link or choosing view from the drop down menu) the
displayed version is always the latest one.

348

Improved: If a discussion has more than 25 items and a user clicks on next page, we get the
error(see attachment)

352

Improved: Have tags wrap below the tags field (to avoid horizontal page scroll when there are
many tags)

365

Improved: Error when clicking page's "Favorite" toolbar button on WSS

366

Improved: Error trying to create new reusable content in WSS

372

Improved: When adding a table. have its border be visible by default

CR#

Description

375

Fixed: wiki page export issues

Version 1.3.00, Oct-27-2009
40

Improved: Add a views counter at the bottom of each wiki page

47

Improved: Add end-user reports

85

Improved: Improve page-discussions interface

130

Improved: Add possibility to Copy/paste from the windows clipboard

133

Fixed: "Delete" button in edit section mode deletes the entire page

134

Improved: Add reusable content which enable inheritance of centrally-managed content

149

Improved: Add web part zones to wiki page template

160

Improved: Support RTL or LTR default writing position

161

Improved: New "Add Visio object" toolbar button, enabling users to embed Visio flowcharts in
Wiki articles

162

Improved: Enable admin to define an additional home page for a Wiki site

168

Improved: Enable defining a default wiki page template

173

Improved: Enable Readers to edit discussions for a page

175

Fixed: "Insert Row" using the editor collapses row and does not format

176

Fixed: TOC shifts back to the left margin and the code disappears

187

Improved: A Table should have default borders shown in edit mode

190

Improved: Text direction should be inherited in edit mode

196

Fixed: Gap between lifecycle drop down menu and date picker in Firefox and Google chrome

199

Fixed: when TOC is hidden top bar gets wider in Firefox and Google chrome

214

Improved: Support “Redirect” markup

223

Improved: Enable auto-generated Wiki page file names and display only page title in the user
interface

224

Improved: Patrolled Edits – enable authorized user to mark pages as patrolled (monitored)

225

Improved: Enable marking changes as minor version

CR#

Description

226

Improved: Lock WikiPlus Page when it is being edited

227

Improved: Enable authorized users to hide specific wiki page versions

228

Improved: Add “Edit Summary” field

229

Improved: Add RSS feed for Tags

230

Improved: Add Pages by Contributor view to the Quick Launch

231

Improved: Add Recent Changes view to the Quick Launch

239

Improved: Notify users after cloning a page

253

Fixed: WikiPlus doesn't recognize wiki markup inside tables

260

Fixed: wiki plus library shows [POPULARTAGSTITLE] and [5TOPRATESTITLE] after import

261

Improved: Name line occupies 2 line height, reduce to 1 line

272

Fixed: User-Supplied JavaScript block is stripped out.

273

Fixed: User-Supplied CSS block is stripped out

293

Fixed: page edit fonts are different than View mode fonts

294

Improved: Add article title to the printed page
Improved: When we have html code with

308

in the wiki page, after editing that page the editor is inserting a space in between that html code

314

Fixed: Version history shows only the latest version when Wiki content field value exists

Tg187 Improved: Improve Tagging Feature performance to support 20,000 tags located in one list.
Version 1.2.00, Dec-05-2008
26

Improved: Deploy rating solution inside the wiki plus solution

30

Fixed: fix migration utility

33

Fixed: Field validation errors

34

Improved: Add the option to create a link to an existing wiki page by adding a new toolbar
menu.

43

Fixed: The space between the tag names and the commands (subscribe, view) is too large

CR#

Description

45

Improved: Add Table of contents

46

Fixed: Errors/issues in wiki reports

54

Improved: Display WikiPlus version in the Wiki Plus management interface

55

Fixed: Page Owner does not get an email when his page was updated by someone

56

Fixed: when adding new fields to wiki library, they are not visible in the View wiki page

60

Fixed: the pages are submitable also without filling all the mandatory fields

61

Fixed: The mandatory fields are not viewable on existing pages

66

Fixed: FireFox issues

67

Improved: Add new fonts to the wiki plus editor

68

Fixed: Migration issues, wiki tags are replaced by broken links

69

Fixed: Incoming links menu doesn't work

71

Improved: Include the recent production version of Tagging Feature that includes hierarchical
taxonomy management feature.

72

Improved: Include example content templates

73

Improved: Change Wiki Plus site description in the "Create site" page

75

Improved: Change "Create a new Wiki" link to "Create a new Wiki page"

78

Fixed: "There are no tags to show in this view." is in Black over Blue - hard to see

80

Fixed: The "Name" field should be marked with "*" as a mandatory field

81

Improved: Missing explanation for the "Title" field in the "Create new wiki page" page

83

Improved: Get rid of the left and right page margins in edit mode and make the editor wider

86

Improved: Display Top 5 rated wiki pages in the home page

94

Fixed: New columns added to WikiPlus content type are not inherited by the Wiki Plus document
libraries

98

Improved: Wiki Reports: Add indication of sorted column (Up/Down arrow)

101

Improved: Wiki Reports: Add a remark saying that the wiki reports are updated every 5 minutes.

110

Improved: In "Page History" change layout from HTML to human-readable format

CR#

Description

112

Fixed: Resolve mistakes in Wiki Markup parser

117

Fixed: Solve rendering issues in Mozilla Firefox

119

Improved: Enable upgrading the layout of existing wiki plus sites by adding a new utility

120

Improved: Move Wiki management and tagging management to site administration level (was
only available in site collection level)

Version 1.1.00, Jun-15-2008
17

Fixed: The Usage Report shows an error.

28

Improved: SharePoint Wiki to Wiki Plus migration utility.

Version 1.0.00, Apr-02-2008 - Base version

